Strategies for cohort sampling under the Cox proportional hazards model, application to an AIDS clinical trial.
In some studies that relate covariates to times of failure it is not feasible to observe all covariates for all subjects. For example, some covariates may be too costly in terms of time, money, or effect on the subject to record for all subjects. This paper considers the relative efficiencies of several designs for sampling a portion of the cohort on which the costly covariates will be observed. Such designs typically measure all covariates for each failure and control for covariates of lesser interest. Control subjects are sampled either from "risk sets" at times of observed failures or from the entire cohort. A new design in which the sampling probability for each individual depends on the amount of information that the individual can contribute to estimated coefficients is shown to be superior to other sampling designs under certain conditions. Primary focus of our designs is on time-invariant covariates, but some methods easily generalize to the time-varying setting. Data from a study conducted by the AIDS Clinical Trials Group are used to illustrate the new sampling procedure and to explore the relative efficiency of several sampling schemes.